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Every great filmmaker has role models and films which inspired him or her to greater and

greater heights. Here, for the first time, is an awe-inspiring guide that takes you into the inner

workings of classic scenes, revealing the aspects that make them great and the reasons they

have served as inspirations



“In Setting Up Your Scenes, Pepperman takes a great approach. He presents the reader a

track to further film exploration. Many of the films selected amount to some of my favorites.

Others I’ve not heard of nor seen. I like when a book takes me to — or shows me — new

things.”— Larry J. Hillier, Cinematographer;Film & Video Production Teacher“It looks like

another winner from Michael Wiese Productions. It’s one of those thump-yourself-on-the-head-

I’ve-been waiting-for-this books. It presents ‘scene studies’ of classic US and foreign films

spanning sixty years. It’s surely a godsend for students, although the fresh approach will have

wider appeal for anyone interested in making DV movies.”— Derek Pell, Editor, “Richard

Pepperman has inspired hundreds of film students. This book is a treasure of his many years

of experience. Setting Up Your Scenes raises the teaching of filmmaking to a higher level. This

book may become to film students what Gray’s Anatomy is to art students. If form and content

matter, this book is required reading!”— Tony Ceglio, Former Director of Broadcasting:N.Y.

Football Giants; Founder & CEO, ItalianAmerican Channel, Multiple Emmy WinningProducer &

Director“Richard Pepperman de-mystifies the filmmaking process, breaking down individual

scenes from a great selection of movies. Setting Up Your Scenes helps the reader understand

the motivations behind each camera angle [that] the director and editor have chosen for the

final form. Being able to ‘read’ through a [scene] shot by shot is an excellent learning tool for

beginning filmmakers. The language of cinema is clearly explained, and beautifully organized

in Pepperman’s book.”— Melissa Shachat-Edmon, Award-WinningDocumentary Director;

Living A Full House andGibtown“My dear colleague has challenged the film teaching

community — and himself — yet again, by writing a second book on how to explain the

unexplainable of filmmaking. And again, he did it! Richard knows quite well that before one

goes deep one should go wide.”— Zoran Amara.k.a. Grandfather Film (a name given by his

SVAFilm Students), Film Production & AVID Teacher“In Setting Up Your Scenes, Richard

Pepperman illustrates the creative choices made by directors in constructing enjoyable and

meaningful movies. Through a dissection of scenes from diverse films, Pepperman reveals the

way to effective scene structure, its importance in the overall film and its effect upon an

audience. Here is a book for all filmmakers and screenwriters.”— Howard Beckerman,

Animator, teacher andauthor of Animation: The Whole Story“Setting Up Your Scenes gets to

the very core of great directing — combining compelling shots to tell a story with pictures. This

gloriously detailed examination of scene construction is a must for those serious about the craft

of directing.”— Chris Gore, author of The Complete DVD Guideand editor of

Filmthreat.com“Pepperman’s instructive voice, which is clear, knowledgeable and enthusiastic,

comes across in his writing style. This book is as good as an entire course in film studies; and

provides a great resource for film students and teachers alike.”— JoJo Whilden, Filmmaker &

Photographer“Pepperman dissects some very infamous scenes from some very famous

movies – providing us with the most breathtaking black-and-white stills – in order to highlight

the importance of the interplay between dialogue, subtext, and shot selection in great

filmmaking. The beauty of this work is that while it will teach anyone who is willing to learn, it

works equally well as a gorgeous coffee table book for the unwilling amongst us.”— Lily Sadri,

Screenwriter, Fixing Fairchild“Setting Up Your Scenes: The Inner Workings of Great Films is

truly a priceless book for any student of film or novice just making his or her way into the

industry. But it is also priceless for anyone who has been working in the biz for awhile who may

have forgotten, amidst worries of marketing and box office and demographics, the sheer

emotional power of a great scene that stays with you long after you have left the darkened



theater.”— Marie Jones, Book Reviewer, “The breadth and depth of examples, and the

numerous illustrations in Setting Up Your Scenes, speak to all of us visual learners.

Pepperman’s x-rays of scenes convey clearly and quickly the ways a director’s choices guide

and impact the viewer. Every filmmaker will benefit from the insightful analysis carefully

presented.”— Diane Carson, Ph.D., Professor of Film Studies,St. Louis Community College at

Meramec“Pepperman has written a book which should form the basis for an intelligent

discussion about the building blocks of great scenes across a wide variety of films. Armed with

the information in this book, teachers, students, filmmakers, and film lovers can begin to

understand how good editing and scene construction can bring out the best storytelling to

create a better film. It’s well known that understanding editing can improve every filmmaker’s

work. This book provides a great starting point to grasp what that phrase really means.”—

Norman Hollyn, Associate Professor and EditingTrack Head, School of Cinema-

Television,University of Southern California and author ofThe Film Editing Room Handbook:

How toManage the Near Chaos of the Cutting Room“If I’d had access to Richard Pepperman’s

Setting Up Your Scenes ten years ago, it could have quite possibly saved me $100,000 in film

school fees, not to mention a lot of time and grief. This book is a must-have for all would-be

filmmakers and screenwriters.”— Far Dada, Independent Filmmaker, Toronto, Canada“Richard

Pepperman’s latest book, Setting Up Your Scenes, is not only visually stunning but also a very

useful book for students of cinema. Its design, layout, and content make the book unique and

irresistible.”— Amresh Sinha, New York University/The Schoolof Visual Arts“I have been

waiting many years for a book like this to come along. Other than making our own films and

learning from our mistakes, I can’t think of a better way to learn the secrets of effective

filmmaking than deconstructing classic films. Film professors have traditionally done just that

and they know how much students benefit from it. Great scenes can teach us so much about

effective screenwriting, building dramatic tension, controlling editorial rhythm and pacing,

blocking, composition and directing performance. In this book, Richard Pepperman, a very

accomplished editor and teacher, has done the legwork for us, sharing the secrets of those

incredible scenes from the classic films we know and love.”— Dave Porfiri, Independent

Filmmaker; Professor ofFilm and Media Arts, American University,Washington, DC“As an actor

my concern is to be in the moment to bring the scene to life, sometimes feeling adrift in the

swirl of the bigger picture. Setting Up Your Scenes, a beautiful book by Richard D. Pepperman,

seduces me with extraordinary image and text to understand the scene as a whole. Exquisitely

designed by Gina Mansfield and expertly written by Pepperman, whose passion for film

embraces every page, Setting Up Your Scenes will enrich any movie lover’s collection; even

actors.”— Cathy Haase, Actress, Author of Acting for FilmSETTING UP YOUR SCENESTHE

INNER WORKINGS OF GREAT FILMSRICHARD D. PEPPERMANPublished by Michael

Wiese Productions11288 Ventura Blvd., Suite 621Studio City, CA 91604T: 818.379.8799F:

818.986.3408mw@mwp.comCover Design: Michael Wiese ProductionsCover Photo:

MagnumLayout: Gina MansfieldEditor: Paul NorlenFrame Grabs: Post It MediaFilm & Video

Editing/Sound Design/Web DesignAdriana AlfieriEric RamistellaPrinted by McNaughton &

Gunn, Inc., Saline, MichiganManufactured in the United States of America© 2005 Richard D.

PeppermanAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any

means without permission in writing from the publisher, except for the inclusion of brief

quotations in a review.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataPepperman, Richard

D., 1942-Setting up your scenes: the inner workings of great films / RichardD. Pepperman. p.

cm.Filmography: p.1-932907-08-41. Motion pictures--Plots, themes, etc. 2. Cinematography. 3.

Motion pictures--Philosophy. I. Title.PN1997.8.P44 2005791.43'01--dc222005006811For



BetsyNew technologies, at bargain prices, make it possible for (nearly) anyone to become a

competent filmmaker — a democratic global Hollywood. But! Democracy’s utmost bequest is

that great art is accessible to nearly everyone. Don’t fail to take full advantage!—

rdpCONTENTSAcknowledgmentsIntroductionAbout this BookHow to Use this BookSCENE

SELECTIONS:DANGERSButch Cassidy & the Sundance Kid“Box Car Posse”Dial M for

Murder“Telly Plot”The French Connection“Meet Frog Two”Jean de Florette“Is the Shotgun

Loaded?”My Beautiful Laundrette“Squatters Out”Rosemary’s Baby“Anagram”Sophie’s

Choice“Choose!”Three Days of the Condor“Out to Lunch”Two Women“Rape”DELIGHTSBurnt

by the Sun“Platypus”Children of a Lesser God“Just Testing”Colonel Redl“Spigot”Fanny &

Alexander“Uncle Carl’s Fireworks”The Four Hundred Blows“Spinning”Kolya“Naughty Bow”The

Little Fugitive“That’s a Nice Boy”The White Balloon“One Hundred for a

Fish?”EXPLOITSAtlantic City“I Don’t Do Business with You”The Battle of Algiers“You Can’t Go

Wrong”Chinatown“Wet & Nosey”The Day of the Jackal“Melon”Dog Day Afternoon“Who Fired

That Shot?”Léolo“Bubble Bath Revenge”Seven Beauties“Chopping Eighteen-Carat Potono”The

Treasure of the Sierra Madre“Fool’s Gold”The Verdict“Polaroid”ATTRACTIONSThe African

Queen“Last Request”The Bridge on the River Kwai“Something Odd is Going On”Central

Station“Letter for Josue”Cinema Paradiso“Ringing Kisses”Death in Venice“Beautiful

Boy”Hiroshima Mon Amour“Morning After”Ju Dou“Letting Loose”
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scene construction can bring out the best storytelling to create a better film. It’s well known that

understanding editing can improve every filmmaker’s work. This book provides a great starting

point to grasp what that phrase really means.”— Norman Hollyn, Associate Professor and

EditingTrack Head, School of Cinema-Television,University of Southern California and author

ofThe Film Editing Room Handbook: How toManage the Near Chaos of the Cutting Room“If I’d

had access to Richard Pepperman’s Setting Up Your Scenes ten years ago, it could have quite

possibly saved me $100,000 in film school fees, not to mention a lot of time and grief. This

book is a must-have for all would-be filmmakers and screenwriters.”— Far Dada, Independent

Filmmaker, Toronto, Canada“Richard Pepperman’s latest book, Setting Up Your Scenes, is not

only visually stunning but also a very useful book for students of cinema. Its design, layout, and

content make the book unique and irresistible.”— Amresh Sinha, New York University/The

Schoolof Visual Arts“I have been waiting many years for a book like this to come along. Other

than making our own films and learning from our mistakes, I can’t think of a better way to learn

the secrets of effective filmmaking than deconstructing classic films. Film professors have

traditionally done just that and they know how much students benefit from it. Great scenes can

teach us so much about effective screenwriting, building dramatic tension, controlling editorial

rhythm and pacing, blocking, composition and directing performance. In this book, Richard

Pepperman, a very accomplished editor and teacher, has done the legwork for us, sharing the

secrets of those incredible scenes from the classic films we know and love.”— Dave Porfiri,

Independent Filmmaker; Professor ofFilm and Media Arts, American University,Washington,
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ListFilmographyAbout the AuthorACKNOWLEDGMENTSThe inspiration for this book came

from Jeremy Vineyard’s Setting Up Your Shots: Great Camera Moves Every Filmmaker Should

Know — an appealingly simple guide book — and from ideas stirred and encouraged by

Michael Wiese; corroborated, added to, and kept on message by Ken Lee; and confirmed by

several students and colleagues in the Film, Video & Animation Department at the School of

Visual Arts. I thank them for paying attention to my early-scattered thoughts, for their always-

constructive criticisms, and for all their valuable suggestions.A grand “thank you” to Adriana

Alfieri and Eric Ramistella, partners at Post It Media, New York City. They flawlessly followed

my long list of shot descriptions; brilliantly duplicating the selected frames which produced the

400 movie stills situated throughout the book.An appreciative acknowledgment must go to



Internet Movie Data Base (IMDb), ; Film & Video Companion 2004, compiled by the editors of

TV Guide Online’s CineBooks Database; Barnes & Noble Books, New York; and TLA Video &

DVD Guide: The Discerning Film Lover’s Guide 2004 (David Bleiler, editor, St. Martin’s Griffin

Press, New York). They provided essential information on cast and crew, characters, dates,

distributors, production companies, and useful hints for simple story synopses.I am happy to

have worked again with text editor Paul Norlen. I thank him for his sustained smart work on my

behalf. Paul is especially swift, clever, and a very wise “mender.” Add to this his courteousness,

and Paul turns out to be a literary ambassador — a most cultured attaché.For a second time I

am delighted to thank designer Gina Mansfield. Her many creative touches add up to absolute

beauty.INTRODUCTIONABOUT THIS BOOKFilmmaking is a backward art form. Not as in “its

place in history,” but in the lessons it provides the artist. There’s no better way to grasp — and

appreciate — the required creative skills of the screen-writer, cinematographer, actor, editor,

producer, director, and all the many others in film’s collaborative process than to view a

completed work. When all is done (and said) you can more easily “see” what went wrong, and

right, and learn from both.In the end, every choice decided upon, experienced and examined,

can teach the filmmaker about every next beginning.The purpose of this book is to take a

backward look — with the spotlight on “what went right!”The enclosed template will guide you

through simple, yet jam-packed, scene studies. Here, in word and image, is an arrangement to

help you understand how scenes are set by way of story, characters, dialogue, scene value

(text and subtext), and set-ups. Then! How great choices bring them all together to produce a

great scene: the Inner Workings of Great Films.History & GenreThe films I’ve chosen may not

be ones you’d likely line up to see. Perhaps there are titles you’ve not heard of. The selections

give confirmation — and express my conviction — that filmmaking is an art form of vitality, and

prestige.I ask you to consider that great art expects more from you; and that there is nothing

wrong with having to put in some genuine “work” at understanding. I confidently can promise

that great work delivers great pleasure and satisfaction.I have selected scenes from around the

world — they cover six decades and offer a brief history in (movie) time — and located them in

categories outside the usual genre listings. Scenes within a film may demonstrate qualities at

odds with their genre: A thriller can contain a scene of comedy; a comedy might have a scene

of horror. So, rather than comedy, thriller, horror, etc., I have set the scenes under the

categories Dangers, Delights, Exploits, and Attractions.CategoriesWhile these categories

identify the overall “feel” of selected scenes, they are not immune to the interconnectedness of

sensations. I have situated the “Eating” scene from Tom Jones under Attractions: The

lustfulness of Tom and Mrs. Waters for each other. But, with all of this scene’s delectable

foodstuffs it could certainly be located under Delights. In fact, given the context of previous

moments — Mr. Fitzgerald’s pursuit of Tom, suspecting that he’s bedding Mrs. Fitzgerald; and

Tom’s earlier rendezvous in the woods — it could be argued that “Eating” fits all Categories!I

chose my categories because they better echo wider variations within a genre: Dangers, of

course, cover suspense, horror, and thriller; Delights express comedy and enchantment;

Exploits is likely adventure, and Attractions convey romance and desire. Most crucial of all, the

categories signal an overall feeling, and quickly concentrate the scene’s dedicated sentiment

and emotional life:Dangers: hazard; jeopardy; menace; peril; risk; threat.Delights: enchantment;

enjoyment; happiness; take pleasure in; satisfaction.Exploits: bold stroke; deed of derring-do;

feat; make use of; utilize.Attractions: allure; appeal; enticement; seduction; temptation.Scene

PresentationThe TemplateEach scene, in each category, is explored through a scene’s

indispensable elements.Story provides a synopsis — in brief — to help set the overall storyline,

plot, or premise of the film.Scene @ 0:00:00 locates — in running time — when the scene



appears.Interior/Exterior. Location. Day/Evening/Night sets the place/time: Where the scene is

located, and when.Defining ScenesI have taken license with the term scene as (technically)

defined in production: Continuous Time in a Consistent Location from its first frame to its

last.To determine a scene I am making use of dramatic structures in topic, inflection, and

beats.In “Who Fired That Shot” from Dog Day Afternoon, I am including several Interior areas

of the bank, as well as several Exterior areas on the Brooklyn street, but from the opening

frame to the closing frame there is a well-defined form in dramatic structure.In “Just Testing”

from Children of a Lesser God, I am ending the scene — as technically defined — early, but at

a clear and significant change in topic, inflection, and beat.“Platypus” from Burnt by the Sun

happens to conform both to my taking license and the technical definition of a scene.A study of

all the various scene configurations will provide extra exploration and learning.A “Title” is

offered as a point of dramatic reference: When editing, or working with students, I try to give a

name to each scene, because its number — as in Scene 63 — holds neither context nor

emotion; and therefore no strength of recollection.What We WatchCharacter(s) is a listing of

the people who appear in the scene. For the most part, they are what an audience is most

interested in watching.Watch closely for the activities of each character.Let me alert you to the

basic three:1. Physical Action: movement in the place or space.2. Physical Life: the use of

objects.3. Dialogue: I have transcribed words spoken from the final release of the films. I did

not venture to guess the original written dialogue; but in all likelihood some words have

changed from the original screenplay.All three help to determine the coverage in set-ups: How

many angles, and how often (in takes) the three are repeated over — and over — again during

production.Scene Meaning & Worth

Setting Up bts music

Setting Up Your Shots: Great Camera Moves Every Filmmaker Should Know (Revised),

MasterShots Vol 1, 2nd 100 Advanced Camera Techniques to Get an Expensive Look on Your

Low-Budget Movie: 100 Advanced Camera Techniques to Get An Expensive Look on your Low

Budget Movie, Visual Storytelling: How to Speak to the Audience Without Saying a Word, The

Director's Six Senses: An Innovative Approach to Developing Your Filmmaking Skills, Ill be In

My Trailer: The Creative Wars Between Directors and Actors, The Filmmaker's Eye: The

Language of the Lens: The Power of Lenses and the Expressive Cinematic Image, Writing

Short Films: Structure and Content for Screenwriters, Cinematography: Theory and Practice:

Image Making for Cinematographers and Directors, Save the Cat!® Writes for TV: The Last

Book on Creating Binge-Worthy Content You'll Ever Need, The Conflict Thesaurus: A Writer's

Guide to Obstacles, Adversaries, and Inner Struggles (Volume 1) (Writers Helping Writers

Series Book 8), Directing the Camera: How Professional Directors Use a Moving Camera to

Energize Their Films, Kazan on Directing, The Structure of Story: How to Write Great Stories

by Focusing on What Really Matters (Kiingo Storytelling Book 1), Between the Scenes: What

Every Film Director, Writer, and Editor Should Know About Scene Transitions, Master Shots

Vol 3: The Director's Vision: 100 Setups, Scenes and Moves for Your Breakthrough Movie,

Story: Style, Structure, Substance, and the Principles of Screenwriting, Making Movies,

Actions: The Actors' Thesaurus, The Filmmaker's Handbook: A Comprehensive Guide for the

Digital Age: Fifth Edition, How to Shoot Video That Doesn't Suck: Advice to Make Any Amateur

Look Like a Pro, From Word to Image, 2nd Edition: Storyboarding and the Filmmaking Process
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K, “Five Stars. Very interesting book.”

Patrick Herget, “Great Series. These books are ideal for people who are either interested in

film, or who want to be filmmakers. They go scene by scene giving you tips and reasons for

using particular types of shots. I've purchased the whole series.”

Richard D. Pepperman, “De-Mystifies the Filmmaking Process. Richard Pepperman de-

mystifies the filmmaking process, breaking down individual scenes from a great selection of

movies. SETTING UP YOUR SCENES helps the reader understand the motivations behind

each camera angle that the director and editor have chosen for the final form. Being able to

'read' through a scene, shot by shot, is an excellent learning tool for beginning filmmakers. The

language of cinema is clearly explained, and beautifully organized in Pepperman's

book.Melissa Shachat-Edmon,Award Winning Documentary Director;"Living a Full House" and

"Gibtown".”

Matthew Terry, “VALUABLE TOOL FOR ANYONE INTERESTED IN FILM. I can't help it. I pick

films apart. Watching a film is equally a moving, wonderful, heartfelt, magical experience and

equally it is a chore, a "pick-apart" a "how'd they do that," "what did it take to get that shot?"

exercise in utter futility. Alas, it is what is - because I'm the one watching it. Just last night I

watched a fluff film with my children: "I Wanna Hold Your Hand" and I found myself saying

things like: "That's a set - I'll bet. Costuming is good in this scene. I wonder what time of night

they filmed that street scene?" Through my laughter I was picking apart one of Robert

Zemeckis's early films.So it is with "Setting Up Your Scenes" - a very good book on the very art

of picking apart a scene from the establishing shot down to the extreme close-up. This is a

great companion book to "Cinematic Storytelling" which I reviewed recently. If possible, buy

both.Mr. Pepperman takes scenes from 35 films. Some are popular films ("Butch Cassidy and

the Sundance Kid," "Sophie's Choice," and "Dial M For Murder") and some are foreign films

("Cinema Paradiso," "Ju Dou") and breaks them down, shot-by-shot to show how the director

set the scene up to get across a core theme or message (danger, delight, exploits, etc.).Being

a screenwriter and writing for a screenwriting newsletter - I approach the scenes in this book

from a screenwriter's point of view. If I'm to write the scene and I want to get the point across -

how do I do it visually? Or how did the DIRECTOR do it visually. Can I use the examples in

this book to better heighten my awareness of how the scene should work? And then, should I

write the scene that way?In some ways it is both fascinating and maddening to break scenes

down in this way - I'm not faulting the book for doing so - I'm saying that it can drive one to

distraction (trust me - I know). Think about a film you have recently seen. Then break a shot

down in your head. Let me give you an example, not in the book, how this is done: "Star Wars

- Episode 4" opening scene as the rebel ship has been docked:LONG SHOT White hallway,

Rebel Fighters fill the hallway with blasters drawn.CLOSE ON Rebel Fighter ready for what is

going to happen next, aims his blasterLONG SHOT Door at the end of the hallway explodes

and laser blasts come flying out - then Stormtroopers enter the hallway - the battle is

waged.MEDIUM SHOT Two Robots appear in a side doorwayLONG SHOT Battle continues

with laser blasts filling the hallway. Two Robots in foreground move across the hallway,

seemingly oblivious to the laser blasts, through another doorway unscathed.This is kind of how

the book breaks down the scenes with literally HUNDREDS of photos as examples. It is a

fascinating way of breaking down 35 scenes and it gives you a great appreciation for the work

that goes in to the film.My only issues with this book are these: In the example above I listed



out the shots as they are on film. In the breakdowns of scenes in the book - they are listed out

BY SHOT. So the above would look like this:LONG SHOT White hallway, Rebel Fighters fill

the hallway with blasters drawn.LONG SHOT Door at the end of the hallway explodes and

laser blasts come flying out - then Stormtroopers enter the hallway - the battle is waged.LONG

SHOT Battle continues with laser blasts filling the hallway. Two Robots in foreground move

across the hallway, seemingly oblivious to the laser blasts, through another doorway

unscathed.MEDIUM SHOT Two Robots appear in a side doorwayCLOSE ON Rebel Fighter

ready for what is going to happen next, aims his blasterThe author explains that he is breaking

down the scene via the "set-ups" the director has done. For a wanna-be film-maker this can be

very helpful to see how many long shots (usually one long-shot cut up), how many medium

shots (usually one or two set-ups depending on the cast and their movement), etc. For a

screenwriter, though, trying to look at the scene as how it was done on film (and possibly not

being familiar with the film) - it made the scenes somewhat confusing. One way to improve the

book would be to place a number behind the set-ups to show the order in which they come

when you view the scene and/or put numbers that correspond with the many photos in the

book. That way if I wanted to read them in the way they were shot - I could do so - or if I

wanted to read them in the order the scene appears on film - I could do so.Another aspect that

would be particularly helpful for the screenwriter (and I acknowledge this book wasn't written

for the screenwriter in mind) would be to show what is in the script and then how the director

interpreted it:Mr. Pepperman explains in the introduction: "Dialogue: I have transcribed words

spoken from the final release of the films. I did not venture to guess the original written

dialogue; but in all likelihood some words have changed from the original screenplay."It would

have been interesting to see how the written dialogue HAD changed (or not been changed)

from the original screenplay. Or, more importantly, how the original scene description had

changed from what the screenwriter wrote to what ended up on the screen. For instance, if Mr.

Pepperman went through and broke down the "Dancing in Underwear" scene in "Risky

Business" - it probably would have filled 8 pages in this book but I know that written in the

screenplay the scene was described like this: "Joel dances around the living room."Any book

that takes the time to break down the scenes as this book does - is a very valuable tool for

anyone interested in film. A few changes here and there would have made the book more

palatable for a screenwriter but again I acknowledge that this book was probably written more

for the budding director or cinematographer than it was for the screenwriter. And I'm cool with

that.”

Ray Zone, “Scene Structure Explained. Published in a horizontal "landscape" format, this book

is a must-read for film and video editors. Pepperman is a long time editor and the author of

"The Eye is Quicker: Film Editing, Making a Good Film Better" published previously by Michael

Weise Productions.The man has great taste and here he has taken individual scenes from 35

classic films such as "Dial M for Murder, "Two Women" and "Chinatown," reproducing over 400

individual frames throughout the book with an in-depth analysis of the scene structure, both its

sound and image editing. Dialogue is shown adjacent to the film image and analysis includes

"Scene Value" and "Subtext."Here is a great way to examine in detail editing choices as well as

the strengths and potential artistic pitfalls avoided in some of the classic films of our time.”

Lily, “It's all about choices, and Pepperman has chosen well. Pepperman dissects some very

infamous scenes from some very famous movies -- providing us with the most breathtaking

black & white stills -- in order to highlight the importance of the interplay between dialogue,



subtext, and shot selection in great filmmaking. The beauty of the work is that while it will teach

anyone who is willing to learn, it works equally well as a gorgeous coffee table tchotchke for

the unwilling amongst us.  -- Lily Sadri, Screenwriter "Fixing Fairchild", [...]”

DS Westwood, “Five Stars. Great book well illustrated with big pictures nicely done.”

hamid reza mohseni, “Five Stars. Good deal.Thanks”

The book by Gerald Donaldson has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 25 people have provided feedback.
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